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Organic radical chemistry has blossomed in recent years in
part due to a greatly increased knowledge of radical reaction
rate constants. Knowledge of absolute or relative rate constants
is critically important for radical-based synthetic methods
because most useful reactions are chain processes in which
undesired pathways compete with the desired ones. In mecha-
nistic studies, the availability of rate constants changes a
qualitative mechanistic probe study into a more quantitative
radical clock1 study. The cyclization of the 5-hexenyl radical
(1) and the ring opening of the cyclopropylcarbinyl radical (2)
are archetypal radical rearrangements whose rate constants serve
as the linchpins for an alkyl radical kinetic scale that spans 8
orders of magnitude,2 but, ironically, the “best” kinetic values
of these reactions at room temperature (and of many other
radical processes employed as radical clocks) were determined
from indirect competition kinetic studies in part because the
educt and product radicals lack useful UV chromophores. Such
rate constants contain (1) experimental uncertainties of the
initially measured second-order trapping reactions employed as
basis reactions, (2) uncertainties from the actual competition
kinetic studies used to calibrate the clock, and (3) an unknown
degree of uncertainty due to the necessary assumption that the
rate constants for reactions of model radicals employed in the
calibrations of the second-order basis reactions are equal to the
rate constants for reactions of radicals of interest. For cases
where the functionality is removed from the radical center by
several intervening methylene groups, such as in1, there is little
doubt that the latter assumption is reasonable, but this assump-
tion is substantially less secure for radical2 and its analogs.

We discuss here a general method for direct laser flash
photolysis (LFP) measurements of unimolecular radical kinetics
employing ultrafast radical rearrangement reactions as UV
detectable reporters. The reporter groups are installed syntheti-
cally via Wittig reactions, and the method can be applied to a
wide range of radicals including those for which absolute basis
kinetic values are not available.
The general concept is illustrated with radicals3 which

produce radicals4 by 5-exocyclizations. Radicals4 are phenyl-
substituted cyclopropylcarbinyl radicals that will ring open to
radicals5, which are UV-detectable benzylic and diphenylalkyl
radicals, with rate constants exceeding 1× 1011 s-1 at room
temperature.3 Thus, in LFP experiments, the slow rate constants

for cyclizations of radicals3 are obtained by following the
formation of radicals5.

In practice, the observed rate constants for cyclizations of
(E)-3a and 3b (5:1, (Z):(E)), produced by LFP of the corre-
sponding PTOC ester4,5 precursors, at 25°C were 8.3 and 5.0
× 105 s-1, respectively, and radicals3 can now be used as
radical clocks.6 The observed rate constants for3 also permit
an evaluation of the kinetic effects of the arylcyclopropyl
reporter groups which are “conjugated” with the double bond
in radicals3. On the basis of calibration with Bu3SnH trapping,
the rate constant for cyclization of the 5-hexenyl radical (1) at
25 °C is 2.5× 105 s-1,7 and 5-exocyclization of the 5-heptenyl
radical is slightly faster.8 We conclude that the reporter groups
in radicals3 have relatively minor accelerating effects on the
cyclizations.
The reporter method can be applied to cyclopropylcarbinyl

radical ring openings as demonstrated with the series of radicals
6, produced by LFP of the corresponding PTOC esters (Scheme
1). Radicals6 (two diastereomers in each case by virtue of the
position of phenyl substitution) ring open by two channels, only
one of which leads to the “reporting” products7. Nevertheless,
kobsfor formation of7 is the total rate constant for rearrangement
of 6 by both channels. The rate constants for rearrangements
of radicals6 followed general expectations. Ring opening of
the primary radical6a exceeded our instrumental capabilities
(k> 1× 108 s-1)9 at 0°C, the secondary radical6b rearranged
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with a rate constant of 5.6× 107 s-1 at 11.0°C, and the tertiary
radical6chadkobs) 3.0× 107 s-1 at 10.5°C. For comparison,
the rate constant for ring opening of the cyclopropylcarbinyl
radical (1) at 0 °C is 3× 107 s-1.10 The 1-methyl- and 1,1-
dimethylcyclopropylcarbinyl radicals rearrange at 37°C with
rate constants of 7 and 9× 107 s-1, respectively, on the basis
of nitroxyl trappings,11 and approximate rate constants of 2 and
3 × 107 s-1 at 11 °C can be estimated with assumptions
regarding logA for these reactions.11 Again, the reporter groups
in 6 appear to impart relatively small kinetic accelerations to
the parent systems.
Radicals8 demonstrate the reporter group method applied

in a system for which little kinetic information is available.
Amidyl radicals8 (a 1.3:1 mixture of (E) and (Z) isomers),
produced by LFP of the correspondingN-acyl PTOC carbam-
ate,4,12cyclized in a 6-exofashion with only a single observable
rate constant at each temperature studied. The kinetics measured
over the 2-49 °C range were described by (logk‚s)) (9.60(
0.31)- (3.45( 0.41)/2.3RT (in kcal/mol, errors at 2σ) which
gives k ) 1.2 × 107 s-1 at 25 °C. For comparison, amidyl
radical9 has been reported to cyclize in a 6-exofashion with a
rate constant at 25°C of 1 × 106 s-1, but this value derives
from an approximate rate constant determined at-95 °C by
kinetic ESR spectroscopy and an assumption that logA for the
cyclization will be 10.4.13 Radical clock8 can now be used to
calibrate second-order reactions of amidyl radicals; for example,
from a conventional competition trapping study,2 the rate
constant for reaction of PhSH with8 was (8.4( 0.8)× 107

M-1 s-1 at 23°C (error at 2σ).

In another application for a class of radicals that is poorly
calibrated kinetically, the cyclization of dialkylaminium cation
radical 11 was studied (Scheme 2). LFP of the PTOC
carbamate4,14precursor in CH3CN gave the dialkylaminyl radical
(E)-10, which, in the presence of a carboxylic acid, was
protonated reversibly to give the cation radical11. Cyclization
of 11 followed by reporter group ring opening gave12which
was monitored. As expected, saturation kinetics (with respect

to acid concentration) was followed (Figure 1). Using previ-
ously measured protonation equilibrium constants for dialkyl-
aminyl radicals by oxalic acid and CF3CO2H,15 the saturation
kinetic data was solved by regression analysis15 to give rate
constants for cyclization of11 of 1.1× 108 s-1 (13 °C, oxalic
acid) and 1.0× 108 s-1 (10 °C, CF3CO2H).16

The reporter group approach provides directly measured
unimolecular kinetics that can be applied as radical clocks for
a wide range of radical types. By employing the approach, one
avoids most of the uncertainties in the kinetic measurements of
the clock reactions (kinetics at a given temperature typically
can be measured with<5% error, and often<2% error, at 95%
CI) as well as the assumption that the basis reaction used for
the clock calibration is an appropriate model. The method will
be most useful when little absolute kinetic data is available for
a class of radicals such as the nitrogen-centered radicals8 and
11.
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Scheme 2

Figure 1. Observed rate constants for formation of radical12 in CH3-
CN in the presence of oxalic acid (circles) at 13°C and CF3CO2H
(squares) at 10°C. The lines are fits forkobs from regression analyses
obtained by using protonation equilibrium constants from ref 15 for
the respective acids and varyingkc.
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